There are several different methods to determine the individual supernovae (SNe) initial explosion energy, here we derive the average or typical explosion energy of shell-type supernova remnants (SNRs) in a particular way. By solving a group of equations pertaining to shell-type SNRs at the same stage we obtained some physical parameters, e.g. the distance (d), evolved age (t), etc.. Assuming series of different SN initial explosion energies ranging from 10 48 ergs to 10 53 ergs, we derived series of distance and age parameters with which compared already known ones. Thus the most likely value of the SNe initial explosion energy is obtained when the deviation is least, which equals to about 10 51 ergs, in good agreement with the undertook value.
Introduction
We have already known the initial kinetic energy (E 0 ) of lots of Galactic SNRs through various estimate methods (table 1) . These SNRs embody shell-type and composite-type ones. Fig. 1 denotes the number distribution of 44 such remnants. It seems that they concentrate to about 10 50 ∼ 10 51 ergs. Therefore we can significantly take the average initial energy (E 0 ) as a typical SNR physical parameter which is also able to be determined by our unique means.
Our mathematical method to derive SNe initial energy is rather different from others. One first method of others, for example, by E = 1 2 M su υ 2 , M su is the swept-up mass of remnant shell expanding into interstellar media (ISM), υ is the velocity of shock wave of remnant, the initial explosion energy of SNR G180.0−1.7 is thus obtained (Braun et al. 1989) . Sun et al. (1999) calculating their detected ASCA data plus ROSAT data has derived the initial energy of G327.1−1.1 as the fit-ting result. After knowing the SNR G299.2−2.9 radius (R) value, the particle density (n 0 ) and the age (t), Slane et al. (1996) get E 0 value by E 0 ≈ 340R 5 n 0 t −2 ×10 51 ergs. Bamba et al. (2001) have got the E 0 value by assuming a thin thermal NEI plasma model plus standard Sedov model. And so on. All of them obtain the initial energy of a individual SNR through physical means. Here in the paper we get SNe average initial explosion energy by statistical method.
Galactic supernova remnants are classified into three types: shell-type, Plerion-type and composite-type. Our work here merely include the shell-type remnants. Moreover, shell type SNRs usually have four evolution stages: the free expansion phase, the Sedov or adiabatic phase, the radiative or snowplough phase and the dissipation phase. Nearly all the observed SNRs are in the adiabatic phase, or in the 3rd. And almost none is detected in the 1st and 4th phases.
In the paper, numerical analysis for the most likely value of the SN initial energy is described in section 2, of which they are made separately at adiabatic-phase and radiative-phase for shell-type SNRs, and both made comparison by distances and ages. In the last section we discuss and a Notes: In this case we just make use of the minimum value for our purpose.
b Notes: In the case we take the average value.
c Notes: The same as above.
summarize our results.
Numerical Analysis

At adiabatic phase
Let us list the group of equations for shell-type supernova remnants at the second stage as follow (Wang & Seward 1984 , Koyama & Meguro-Ku 1987 , Bignami & Caraveo 1988 , Xu et al. 2005 ,
E0 10 51 ergs = 5.3 × 10 −7 n 1.12
Here, D pc is the SNR diameter in unit of pc, t yr is the remnant age in year, n is the ISM electron density in cm −3 , S 1GHz is the detected fluxes of an SNR in Jy at 1 GHz, θ arcmin is the observational angle in arcmin, υ = dD dt is the velocity of shock waves in km s −1 . And we know tan θarcmin 2 = Dpc 2dpc , where, d pc is the distance to a remnant in pc. From these parameters above, the fluxes S 1GHz and observational angle θ arcmin is the detected value for each SNR (table 2) of which we regard these remnants evolving at the Sedov-phase since their diameter less than 36 pc. And the SNRs explosion energy E 0 = ξ × E 48 (ξ = 1, 2, 3, ..., 10 5 ) is an assumed value. But the diameter D pc (and distance d pc ), age t yr , velocity υ kms −1 and electron density n cm −3 is unknown and to be derived. Parameters of the distance d pc = d our (ξ, i), and the age t yr = t our (ξ, i) (ξ = 1, 2, 3, ..., 10 5 , i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 37) will be adopted in our paper. But we do nothing with υ and n.
For a certain supernova remnant (i) (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 37) (table 2) and assumed series of SNe initial explosion energies E 0 = ξ × E 48 (ξ = 1, 2, 3, ..., 10 5 ) in the unit of 10 48 ergs, we can obtain the remnant distance d our (ξ, i)(= d pc ) and the age t our (ξ, i)(= t yr ) values by solving the group of equations above. Then we compare them with the already known parameters d true (i) and t true (i) (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 37) listed in table 2 in order to derive the most likely original energy of remnants. Thus the explosion energy was derived when the deviation in comparison is least.
The group of equations are not strictly correct as not to be figured out mathematically, but they are correct enough for us to confirm the SNe initial energy (E 0 ). Figure 2 shows that when S 1GHz,2 /S 1GHz,1 = θ 2 2 /θ 2 1 = 1 for both SNR1 and SNR2, here θ 2 i (i = 1, 2) is the visual area of the remnant, their radio surface brightness (Σ) can be the same to each other. Thus the remnant diameter (D) and distance (d) value will be uncertain according to equation (2). But fortunately the true reality will never take on this case because one can see
pc . Therefore we are able to uniquely determine the SNe initial kinetic energy (E 0 ).
Many of the radio SNRs have more than one published value for distance and age in table 2 and 3. For these, we either chose the most recent estimates or used an average of the available estimates, or the most commonly adopted value.
Comparison by distances
We can compare these resolved distances (d our (ξ, i)) above with the already known ones (d true (i)) listed in table 2 by
For example, one gets Φ(10, d) = 0.126, when ξ = 10, and Φ(100, d) = 0.184, when ξ = 100. Figure 3 shows that the most likely value of supernova initial explosion energy (E 0 ) derived by this method for the shell-type remnants at Sedovphase equals nearly to 0.23 × 10 50 ergs.
There are some different methods to derive a Notes: Diameters were calculated by using the distances together with the angular sizes in Green (2006) catalogue. the distance value (d) of supernova remnants (Xu et al. 2005) in Galaxy, and majority of these distances are not taken advantage of the (E 0 ) value obtained by other authors before. These already known distances were derived by the optical proper motion/velocity, HI absorption, association with CO/HI/HII region, HI column density, pulsar parallax and optical velocity, or by various methods (e.g., Xu et al. 2005) , but not by Σ-D relation or Sedov solutions. Therefore through comparison by distances to confirm SNe explosion energy (E 0 ) is to some extent reasonable and causes almost no self-contradiction.
Comparison by ages
Similarly we can compare these resolved ages (t our (ξ, i)) above with the already known ones (t true (i)) in table 2 by
For example, one gets Φ(10, t) = 0.532, when ξ = 10, and Φ(100, t) = 0.507, when ξ = 100. Figure 4 shows that the most likely value of supernova initial explosion energy (E 0 ) derived by this method for the shell-type remnants at Sedovphase equals nearly to 7.0 × 10 50 ergs.
There are many measures to obtain the age values (t) of remnants (Xu et al. 2005) , and a majority of these ages are not made use of the E 0 value derived before. For example, if a remnant is associated with a pulsar, we can estimate its age by using the neutron star characteristic age obtained from the rotation period of the pulsar (P) and the rate of change of period (Ṗ ) by t = P/2Ṗ (Gotthelf et al. 2000) . For SNRs with a known radius (R) and thermal temperature (T ) taken from X-ray data, one can obtain the age by t = 3.8 × 10 2 R pc (kT ) −1/2 keV yr . We can also calculate the SNR age by t ≈ 40000B −1.5 ν −0.5 b yr, when a remnant has its spectrum showing the usual break at frequency ν b due to synchrotron losses in a magnetic field B (Bock et al. 2001) . Therefore through compar- a Notes: Diameters were calculated by using the distances together with the angular sizes in Green (2006) catalogue. ison by ages to determine SNe initial kinetic energy (E 0 ) is somewhat meaningful and basically no paradox. But this measure to determine SNe energy E 0 through comparison by ages is to some extent less reliable than that through comparison by distances. Because the initial energy E 0 of some individual SNRs derived from its age. One can see that the obtained remnants distance is more independent to E 0 than the age be, and therefore it causes less self-contradiction in our work.
At radiative phase
Similarly we list the group of equations for shell-type remnants at the third stage (Koyama & Meguro-Ku 1987 Here, D pc , t yr , n cm −3 , S 1GHz and θ arcmin is defined as in section 2.1 as well as their units, and tan θarcmin 2 = Dpc 2dpc . The fluxes S 1GHz and observational angle θ arcmin are already known to us for each remnant (table 3) of which we regard these remnants evolving at the snow-plough phase since their diameter larger than 36 pc. When the initial energy E 0 = ξ×E 48 assumed, then the remnant diameter D pc (and distance d pc ), age t yr and electron density n cm −3 can be obtained.
One can see the equations (6) and (8) are rather different from equations (1) and (3). But formulae (7) and (2) are completely the same.
For a certain supernova remnant (i) (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 20) (table 3) and assumed E 0 = ξ × E 48 (ξ = 1, 2, 3, ..., 10 5 ) in units of 10 48 ergs, we can get the remnant distance d our (ξ, i)(= d pc ) and the age t our (ξ, i)(= t yr ) by solving the equations group above. Then we compare them with the already known parameters d true (i) and t true (i) (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 37) listed in table 3 in order to derive the most likely original energy of SNRs.
Comparison by distances
We can compare these resolved distances (d our (ξ, i)) above with the already known ones (d true (i)) listed in table 3 by
Figure 5 shows that the most likely value of supernova initial kinetic explosion energy (E 0 ) derived by this method for the S-type remnants at Snowplow-phase equals nearly to 15.0 × 10 50 ergs.
Comparison by ages
Similarly we can compare these resolved ages (t our (ξ, i)) above with the already known ones (t true (i)) in table 3 by Figure 6 shows that the most likely value of supernova initial explosion energy (E 0 ) derived by this way for the shell-type remnants at Snowplowphase equals nearly to 400 × 10 50 ergs.
Final results
From Fig. 3 to Fig. 6 , we get the least value of log 10 E 0 instead of E 0 , therefore one has log 10 E 0 = log 10 E 02d + log 10 E 02t +log 10 E 03d + log 10 E 03t (11)
Here, E 02d , E 02t , E 03d and E 03t corresponding to the 4 E 0 values in from Fig. 3 to Fig. 6 . E 0 is the typical explosion energy of shell type remnants. Thus we have E 0 = 0.99 × 10 51 ergs.
The publicly accepted value of the SNe initial kinetic energy is 1 × 10 51 ergs.
Discussion and Summary
To combine theoretical results together with observational ones, we have derived the supernova average initial explosion energy. Such value is obviously not the same as that to a individual remnant. For individual SNR the initial energy is various for different SN explosion events, but it might be near an approximation. In Fig. 1 10 51 is a rather small number and acceptable.
From table 1 one can directly calculate the mean initial kinetic energy E 0 = 1.7 × 10 51 ergs. Or E 0 = 0.85 × 10 51 ergs after excluding SNR G0.0+0.0, namely Sgr A East which owns an extremely large initial energy value. These is also another method to obtain the initial energy by the group of equations combining the physical parameters listed in table 2 and table 3, when we regard the age and distance values as the already known ones. We gain E 0 (i) (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 37) or (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 20), and the average E 0 is then derived. Here, in the paper our special method is different from this, and has provided one more measure to derive the SNe typical energy by taking somewhat more numbers of the SNRs with intensified credit. Furthermore, many of the supernova remnants in table 2 or table 3 are not the same as those in table 1. Namely the explosion energy E 0 of rather some remnants in table 2 and table 3 are unknown to us. Because for most of the individual supernova remnant in Galaxy their explosion energy is rather difficult to derive, here our statistical E 0 value obtained can be used to compute other physical parameters, i.e. the distance, age, ISM electron density, magnetic field, etc. of which the errors resulted in will be to some extent rather small.
Here we did not distinguish different type supernova of our adopted sample in the numerical analysis. For Type-I and Type-II SN the initial explosion energy might be not similar, but one can expect that this deviation will be somewhat small.
The average value of the most likely initial explosion energy of supernova remnants thus equals to about 0.99 × 10 51 ergs in nice consistence with the accepted value. JWX thanks J.S. Deng and Y.Z. Ma for their assistance and help during the paper work.
